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Europe protests gas prices 
Associated Press 
PROTEST: Taxi drivers stand 
next to their vehicles in France 
as part of the fuel protest. 
Several countries are 
forming blockades 
to protest Europe's 
increasing gas prices 
By Bryan Brumiey 
• SSOCIITEO  PRESS WRITER 
LONDON — Protesters and 
union leaders called for 
European governments to slash 
fuel taxes, vowing Tuesday to 
widen demonstrations that have 
snarled traffic, blockaded refiner- 
ies, led hospitals to cut back on 
ambulance services and prompt- 
ed motorists to stock up on gaso- 
line. 
Thickets, taxi drivers, farmers, 
tour operators and others who 
Speaker shares 
tips on success 
By KeHey Fisher 
Sl«If  WRITER 
He is an educator, minister 
and motivational speaker. 
On Monday night, Will Keim 
motivated athletes, student lead- 
ers and Greeks with his "Seven 
Keys to Success in College and 
life" in Anderson Arena. 
Throughout his speech, he 
encouraged snidents to "leave 
college with their diploma in one 
hand and their self-esteem in the 
other," and to "set high goals and 
meet them." He also lectured on 
things such as alcohol, sex and 
racism. 
Sponsors for the event includ- 
ed the Interfraternity Council. 
Panhellenic Council, USG, the 
athletic department, career ser- 
vices and the UAO. 
According to Keim, he was 
invited to speak at the University 
again this year and found it very 
easy to say yes. 
"My goal is to deliver speeches 
that are passionate and will 
impact the lives of the students 
in a positive way. It is my hope to 
challenge them, make them 
think and offer them a chance to 
laugh and reflect," Keim said. 
His seven tips for success 
included going to class; serving 
the community; making friends 
with everyone regardless of race, 
color, creed and sexual orienta- 
tion; living well physically, sexu- 
ally and spiritually; calling par- 
ents; being a success; and "find- 
ing something you love to do and 
do it well enough that people will 
pay you for it." 
According to Meghan West, 
senior interpersonal communi- 
SPEAKER, PAGE 2 
Fair brings BG 
businesses closer 
By Laura Heidert 
SUFI  WRITER 
Students, faculty and staff had 
the opportunity Tuesday to see 
what local businesses had to 
offer at the annual Merchant's 
Fair. The fair was held in 
Olscamp 1 kill, and was co-spon- 
sored by the Downtown 
Business Association and the 
Bowling Green Chamber of 
Commerce. 
' There were a wide variety of 
businesses present, ranging 
from Verizon Wireless to Al-Mar 
Bowling lanes. Also, there was 
free food and other items given 
away from the different busi- 
nesses. At the end of the fair, door 
prizes were given away, which 
included a personal copier from 
Staples, 500 free video rentals 
from Foodtown Plus, a tailgate 
party for 10 also from Foodtown 
Plus, a digital Motorola phone 
from Digital Alternatives, a bowl- 
ing ball from Al-Mar Lanes and 
several others. 
The main purpose of the fair is 
to "make students aware of the 
businesses and services that are 
available in Bowling Green," said 
Jennifer Ruhe, executive director 
of the Bowling Green Chamber 
of Commerce. 
Earlene Kilpatrick. executive 
director of the Downtown 
Business Association, hopes that 
FAIR, PAGE 2 
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MERCHANTS' FAIR: Jason Smith, junior social work major, dis- 
cusses products with Bill Quantance from Digital Alternatives. 
claim that high oil prices are 
hurting their businesses protest- 
ed in Britain, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, France and 
Germany. 
"These guys are doing it to save 
their livelihoods," said Mike 
Salmon, of the British Road 
Haulage Association, represent- 
ing protesting truck drivers. 
Across Britain, thousands of 
gas stations were closed and 
tanker fleets were at a standstill. 
Some hospital patients faced 
delayed surgeries as ambulances 
were put on an emergency-only 
schedule. 
Prime Minister Tony Blair can- 
celed a planned trip to the north 
to hold emergency meetings with 
key ministers. Queen Elizabeth 
and her senior advisers gave the 
government the go-ahead to 
employ emergency measures, 
but officials had not specified 
what those might be. 
In Belgium, truckers intensi- 
fied their protests by blockading 
gasoline depots, disrupting free- 
way traffic and maintaining a 
stranglehold on main thorough- 
fares in the capital, Brussels. 
Truckers also slowed traffic on 
a freeway linking Brussels with 
the northern port of Antwerp. 
The main freeway to 
Luxembourg was jammed and 
the highway from Brussels to the 
French city of Lille was blocked at 
the bolder. 
Negotiations between road 
haulage unions and the Belgian 
government were to resume after 
breaking up Monday evening. 
Truckers in the Netherlands set 
up roadblocks on five major free- 
ways on the second day of unor- 
ganized protests. 
In the western German city of 
Saarbrucken, more than 200 
trucks, buses and taxis drove 
honking their horns through the 
center of town, near the French 
border. Rallying in front of the 
state parliament building, the 
protesters demanded that an 
energy tax imposed by the Social 
Democratic-led government be 
repealed. 
The protesters want their gov- 
ernments to follow the French 
lead in granting concessions. 
Both the British and German 
governments saidtheywouldnot 
PROTESTS, PAGE 2 
COUNTRIES PROTEST 
NETHERLANDS: Truckers set 
up roadblocks on five major 
freeways. 
GERMANY: More than 200 
trucks, buses and taxis 
drove honking their horns 
through Saarbrucken. 
BRITAIN: Thousands of gas 
stations were closed and 
tanker fleets were at a 
standstill. 
BELGIUM: Truckers blockad- 
ed gasoline depots, disrupt- 
ed freeway traffic and main- 
tained a stanglehold on 
main thoroughfares in the 
capital, Brussels. 
LIVING IT UP 
DUTCH 
STYLE 
Three trench students live in 
a Dutch vvrindmill in the 
middle of Ohio, lending a 
touch of the European to a 
Midwestern farm town 
By Mary Beth Murtfia 
ASSSTNtTUMKIWEOnai 
It seems to have sprouted by the side of 
the road, coming to rest nesded between 
some old trees. Or maybe it emerged 
from the pond-quarry behind it. the one 
that's mostly hidden from the road. Its 
wooden lattice sails are immobile, 
anchored to a tree 15 feet away, but the 
windmill house' still holds its charm - 
and a bit of intrigue. 
"Everybody knows where we live," said 
Philippe Broutin, one of three residents. 
"They say, 'Oh, where do you live?' |1 say] 
"The windmill.' 'Oh!' No street number or 
anything. Everybody knows where the 
windmill is." 
The three-story stone-and-shingle 
building houses three French students: 
Broutin, a junior sports management 
major, and his two mill-mates, Violaine 
(ourdie and Guillame Blanchard. They 
share the mill at 722 Clough St. as well as 
its basement apartment, 722 1 /2 Clough 
St. They also share the same car, which 
they co-own and which just fits into the 
small driveway out front, sheltered by the 
stone wall that wraps around the curve of 
the road. 
Right through the front door is the 
kitchen. The room is oddly-shaped - it's 
not a regular polygon, but has some walls 
bigger than others, and the corners are 
not all at the same angles. The cabinetry 
looks to be the as old as the mill - about 
50 years, with post-World War II details 
such as iron drawer pulls. Tucked into a 
closet across the room from the sink is a 
tiny blue bathroom, with space enough 
to stand - not a step more! - between the 
sink, toilet and shower. 
Positioned on the far side of the room, 
near the jutting refrigerator, is the stair- 
well to the second floor, which the mill- 
mates consider the 'living room.' 
A blue-green futon fits against one 
wall, an entertainment center by the 
stairs, and a narrow bookshelf near the 
tiny window which overlooks the pond 
behind the house. Blanchard's computer 
art and paintings decorate the living 
room as well as the bedroom upstairs. 
The stairwell from the second floor to 
the third is dizzyingly steep and narrow - 
closer toaladderthanto stairs - and ends 
Amylo L Brawn BG News 
OLD COUNTRY TOUCH: One of Bowling Green's landmarks, the windmill house 
captures the feel of the Netherlands right on Clough Street. 
in the bedroom, which is big enough to 
fit a dresser and bunk beds. Another tiny 
window with a miniature balcony (and 
an emergency escape ladder) overlooks 
Clough Street. A trap door in the ceiling 
leads to the cap of the windmill, which 
they use mainly for storage, Broutin said. 
In the basement, there's a small 
kitchen area, which is "not so used," 
Broutin said. Tracy Chapman was on the 
stereo, and the bed was in the kitchen. 
Another little bathroom was tucked into 
a closet in the back room, and Phillipe's 
shirts hung on rod in the open closet on 
the back wall. 
"It's smaller, but it's different," he said. 
"Nobody has the same one in BG. 
Everybody wants to live here." 
The owner of Windmill Complex 
Apartments, George Russell, said he's 
only concerned with making sure that it's 
rented out He doesn't pay attention to 
the stories that go around about it It's 
WINDMILL. PAGE 2 
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Europe protests higher gas prices 
PROTESTS, FROM PAGE 1 
do so. The handful of French 
protests Tuesday were held by 
shopkeepers and professionals 
who claimed to have been cut 
out of the deal. 
"We cannot and we will not 
alter government policy on 
petrol through blockades and 
pickets," HI,HI said Monday, 
drawing an angry reaction 
Tuesday from the protesters. 
"Tony Blair has made a gross 
mistake and has grossly under- 
estimated the will of the coun- 
try," said Brynle Williams, a 
spokesman for protesting farm- 
ers and truckers. 
Police cleared the route to one 
oil terminal in Norfolk early 
Tuesday, but had not moved 
against protesters elsewhere. 
A high proportion of British 
gasoline stations had no fuel 
whatsoever, up to 90 percent in 
Wales, and many of those that 
were open had only diesel, 
according to automobile clubs 
and oil companies. 
Texaco spokesmen said 350 of 
the company's stations, mostly 
in Wales and southwest England, 
were out or nearly out of fuel. A 
spokesman for Shell said 520 of 
its filling stations were in similar 
straits. 
In Wales, police said one 
motorist. Anthony Probert, 62, 
died after waiting more than an 
hour for gas. 
"It is difficult to say what 
caused the man's death at this 
point. But it must have been very 
stressful situation waiting in a 
car on a hot day worrying that 
you may not be able to get fuel," 
said   Sgt.   Andrew   Lloyd   of 
Abergavenny police. 
A decision by the 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries to raise its 
production quota by 800.000 
barrels a day had no immediate 
impact on the protests, although 
it did send October contracts of 
North Sea Brent crude down 45 
cents to $32.33 a barrel on the 
International Petroleum 
Exchange in London. 
For European motorists, 
unleaded gasoline can cost more 
than $4 per gallon, a far higher 
price than in the United States. 
Fair offers students business variety 
FAIR, FROrV PAGE 1 
students will realize they have 
numerous options to take care 
of their needs right here in 
downtown Bowling Green, and 
that they frequent these busi- 
nesses in the future. 
"Students may not have to go 
as far as Toledo or Findlay to get 
what they need," Kilpatrick said. 
Generally, students are a 
favorable force on local busi- 
nesses. Sally Glenn, marketing 
director of Al-Mar Bowling 
Lanes, said, "We love having stu- 
dents, especially at night. Its a 
great opportunity to relax, have a 
good time and some cama- 
raderie with your friends." 
In some cases, having classes 
in session has an effect on the 
sales at and use of local busi- 
nesses, larvie Plotner, tattoo 
artist for Living Canvas, said that 
his business sees a sharp growth 
in tattoo and pipe sales when 
classes begin. The pipe sales see 
another increase before 
Christmas Break, and piercings 
seem to be sold consistently 
throughout the year. In addition, 
Living Canvas allows people to 
bring in their own designs for 
tattoos, or they will create one 
for you, and they are the only 
local shop that does genital 
piercings. 
Some businesses see increas- 
es in sales of University related 
items during class sessions. At 
the Falcon House, they carry a 
wide variety of University appar- 
el, everyday apparel, and an in- 
depth selection of hockey and 
figure skates. This is in addition 
to local high school apparel and 
other items, lohn Mura of the 
Falcon House said, "Good selec- 
tion and price are important to 
us." 
The general purpose of the fair 
is to raise awareness among stu- 
dents of what is in Bowling 
Green and students appeared to 
be receptive to the message. 
"The different businesses and 
free stuff give a good idea of 
what's around here," said senior 
biology major Cheryl Pertrocelly. 
She thought that after the fair 
she would likely frequent the 
businesses that she came in con- 
tact with. 
Free food was also an attrac- 
tion for Burkhard Fraune, a grad- 
uate communications studies 
student, in addition to the infor- 
mation available. 
"I frequently went to 
Foodtown Plus before today, and 
I would definitely continue to do 
so in the future," Fraune said. 
Overall, the merchants at the 
fair said they hoped to get more 
exposure for their businesses 
and that students benefited 
from incentives and information. 
Speaker shares 
tips for success 
SPEAKER, FROM PAGE 1 
cation major, "He was amazing 
and he really grabbed the atten- 
tion of the students." 
West also added that there 
was a really good blend of ath- 
letes, student leaders and 
Greeks at the evenL 
Some of his best advice to 
administrators was "if you hold 
the bar high enough, students 
will either meet or exceed it." 
Keim has lectured to over two 
million students on 1,000 cam- 
puses worldwide. His corporate 
clients include AT&T, Delta 
Airlines and IBM. 
A  member  of  the   Delta 
Upsilon fraternity, he received 
his bachelor and master's, 
degree from the University of 
the Pacific and his doctorate 
from Oregon State University. 
He is also a recipient of the 
Outstanding Man of America 
award. 
loe Cuvette, senior environ- 
mental science major in charge 
of public relations for the event, 
was happy with the attendance 
of the organizations involved. 
"I think having campus 
events that are inclusive of all 
student organizations is key to 
developing the type of commu- 
nity we aspire to be," Guyette 
said. 
Windmill house 
offers Euro touch 
communication, it's our goal. 
help us achieve It by letting us know what 
you think. 
wwwJignews.com 
register to vote. 
2000 elections are coming soon. 
WINDMILL FROM PAGE 1 
said the windmill was built by 
a Dutch guy 50 years ago. that 
soldiers hunkered down in it in 
the aftermath of WWII, and 
that the filled quarry behind it 
was the source of the stones 
for the Courthouse. 
Explaining how he nabbed 
the place, Broutin said, "I just 
went once |to the landlordl 
and they said it wasn't rented. 
|People| think there's a waiting 
list, but there's not." 
Broutin said that he, lourdie, 
who's working on her in.ist ■■. 
\ 7 
in biology, and Blanchard, a 
senior computer art major, 
plan on sticking around "as 
long as possible." The waiting 
list may yet emerge if they 
decide to hold onto the place. 
Perhaps that's fitting. "We 
are three French people living 
in a Dutch windmill in the 
United States," said Broutin. 
The international flavor will 
remain intact for at least a few 
Editor's note: Tltisis part of a 
weekly ongoing series about 
landmarks in Bowling Green. 
^RflfiJJ/ <Sl®QnJ  vj ^®QD oaa chat   with   a   I rof essor .  HOLD THE DOOR FOR SOMEONE (OR LET THEM HOLD IT 
FOR YOU). AO your Homework, eat your vegetables, join an organization, WATCH CARTOONS, call your parents. 
Need a job? The BG News is hiring for the fall semester! 
news writers, sports writers, opinion columnists, photographers, copy editors, graphic designers 
PIZZA 
^fDAJM)^ 
CHECK OUT OUR MONDAY, TUESDAY, AND WEDNESDAY SPECIALS 
STORE HOURS: 
SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY 
11 AM-1:30 AM 
THURSDAY - SATURDAY 
11AM-3AM 
353-PAPA 
826 MAIN 
STREET 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
/ LARGE CHEESE "BEAT THE 
CLO 
(cheese only)       [ u 
, > [ n. i t... S 
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m 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 2000 
r. 
5PM- 7PAt 
PRICE YOU PAY FOR A LARGE 
ONE-ITEM PIZZA! 
- 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 2000 
REGULAR PRICE 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 2000 
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Will you marry me? I ■ ■ 
Please get me to the church on time 
PAGE 3 
OBITUARY 
RyanHalfhilUBGSU 
student, died of massive 
internal trauma after he 
was violently beaten by 
19 khaki-clad individuals 
during an elaborately 
choreographed fight. 
Surviving Halfhill is the 
rest of the Page 3 staff, 
and Loki the ex-mascot 
and rich Danish monkey. 
(# 
E.SEAN 
MEDINA 
Funky Cold 
On Saturday I did something 
that no man, no matter how sui- 
cidal, should do. Even a man so 
desperate to be tortured would 
not have survived. 
I went to a wedding with my 
girlfriend. 
Now, to females this may 
seem like an innocent, sweet 
gesture. Males, on the other 
hand, know the pain and 
anguish that I felt, and quite 
frankly, am still feeling. 
It started off with a simple 
suggestion; "Let's go to my 
cousin's wedding together," she 
said, somewhat too devilish. 
"Ummm....sure," I replied, 
thinking nothing of the state- 
ment. 
My friends were a bit more 
skeptical. 
"She's dragging you in to the 
'Wedding Zone'." my friend John 
said. 
"What's the Wedding Zone?" I 
asked. 
"It is simply the place where 
girls take their boyfriends to brag 
about them, and to bring up the 
subject of marriage," lohn 
answered. I didn't believe him. 
First, who would show me off? 
Second, my girlfriend knows 
about my aversion towards that 
subject. 
However evil lohn made that 
suggestion seem, I truly believed 
that my girlfriend just wanted to 
have fun. 
The Beginning of the End 
While traveling to the church 
(hat was to hold the ceremony 
we got lost, the first bad omen. 
WORD OF THE DAY 
COMMIT 
PronounctatJon: kd • 'mit 
Function: verb 
Etymology: Latin committere, 
to connect, entrust. 
Date: 14th century 
1* to put into charge or trust: 
b: to place in a prison or men- 
tal institution. C: to consign or 
record for preservation; d: to 
put into a place for disposal or 
safekeeping: 
2: to carry into action; 
3: to pledge or assign to 
some particular course: 
4: something we'll not allow. 
You wouldn't believe the amount 
of red-brick churches present in 
a small farming town. They are 
up to the waist in red-brick 
churches. They just long for a 
synogogue. 
We finally arrived at a nice 
small red-brick church sur- 
rounded by corn on all sides. 
Being a city kid myself, I was not 
that impressed. I dreamed of 
starting a fire, just for the result- 
ing tons of popcorn. 
As soon as we stepped into 
the church, lohn's worst fears 
were evident. 
"This is my boyfriend, E 
Sean," she said over and over. 
"Doesn't he look cute in his itty 
bitty wittle dwess shirt," she 
seemed to say. 
In ten minutes I met every 
single member of her. family, the 
two priests, the groom's family, 
fifteen squirrels and the caterers. 
"This is horrible," 1 thought, not 
being aware that the worst was 
yet to arrive. 
The Worst Arrives 
After the ceremony, I was 
introduced to the entire family 
once again and proceeded to sit 
down at the reception tent. 
At this time her older brother 
came slyly toward me like he 
was Ethan Hunt and spoke. "If 
she starts making plans for the 
wedding, just take off and run... 
I'll cover you." I just looted at 
him with uneasiness. 
"Surely my lovely girlfriend 
won't go that far," 1 replied. 
He just looked at me and 
laughed, "that's what her last 
boyfriend said...hahahaha. lust 
in case, though, if she starts the 
"talk." then go to that woman in 
the comer and say these secret 
words...." 
He whispered the secret 
words to me, and I was shocked. 
WORRY NOT, E. SEAN 
If a Backstreet Boy can do it, 
so can a Ricky Martin 
look-alike turned monk. 
Yet I was curious why those 
words would help me if the situ- 
ation did come down to that. 
My girlfriend came up to me 
and asked me to dance, so I took 
her by the arm and walked 
toward the dance floor—a card- 
board box which lay on the floor. 
In the middle of a slow song, 
her lips came up to my ear and I 
heard the worst sound ever 
uttered to a man. "When we get 
married, 1 want my reception in 
a big hall with a real dance 
floor." 
AHHHHHHH!! I couldn't 
believe what I heard. I didn't 
know what to say, but I mus- 
tered all of my strength and tried 
to divert hen "What do you 
mean.we?" 
"We, silly, as in you and me. I 
also want lots of flowers and a 
big choir, and a huge wedding 
dress with a train that goes all 
the way to Nebraska," she 
replied cunningly. 
"Excuse me for a second," 1 
said and practically ran to the 
woman in the comer. 
"Yes?" the woman asked. 
Remembering the words that 
my girlfriend's brother told me, 1 
blurted out, "Bourbon and Coke, 
please." 
lb the Rescue 
Finally, in the comer next to 
the woman and the brother 1 
relaxed. "I told you man," he 
said. 
"Yeah, but it's OK now, I 
think." However, as I looked up 
through hazy eyes (after my fifth 
drink), I saw her coming toward 
me. 
"E Sean, we haven't talked 
about the colors for the wedding 
yet," she whined. The last thing I 
remember is being dragged 
away from my sanctuary by her 
while I screamed for help. 
I woke up the next day in my 
dress clothes, with the stench of 
bourbon, Coke and wedding 
cake on my breath. I looked 
down and saw a piece of paper 
on my chest. As I read it, I real- 
ized that the nightmare would 
never be over. The paper fell 
from my hands as I screamed 
louder than lamie Lee Curtis. 
The paper read, "Tuxedo fit- 
ting for E. Sean and three friends 
on September 25th." 
E. SEAN'S PANIC 0 -METER 
Little did he know, but Page 3 planted a small electronic device on 
E Sean this past weekend. A device that measured the level of 
panic in E Sean. Let's look at what resulted... 
Suggestion    Meeting 
to Attend      Family 
Source some high-tech device 
CLICK THIS 
Jones Soda Co. 
If you stop at various Bowling 
Green shops that carry soda, 
you may have noticed these bot- 
tles of glowing liquid. 
Jones is a small-type beverage 
company who also carries a line 
of energy drinks. They come in 
cans and are called WhoopAss 
Energy Drink. 
Just type this URL: 
www.jonessoda.com 
Meeting 
Brother 
"...we get      The Secret 
married..."    Words 
I Michael Bestut BG News 
SAY WHAT? 
"Ever notice that fifteen 
minutes into a Jerry Lewis 
telethon you start rooting 
for the disease?" 
JIM SHERBERT 
NO, WE DON'T KNOW 
WHO THIS GUY IS, 
EITHER. OH WELL. 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Unl*ety 
5 Faceted 
10 U*e act) to* an 
M A! any time 
15 -Casablanca- co- 
star Peier 
16 Expense 
17 Verne's cipaafi 
18 Vehiculai 180 
19 Pip-squeak 
20 Business 
pubheahons 
23 To one side 
24 .Junior branch7 
25 Reed or Rawis 
27 Sultry singer 
Peogy 
28 Rhea's relative 
31 Swiss instrument 
33 Comprehend 
35 Squwioled away 
36 Fit completely 
39 Ridicule 
42 Make aga«n 
43 WnnWed frur; 
45_-Penti 
«7 Posttraumatic 
disorder 
50 British Inc 
51 Trajectory 
54 Fellow 
55 Pan of B A 
57 LazyOoncs 
59 Hit by The 
Eagles 
63 Remarkable item 
64 Tong, Tan 
Glasses" singer 
65 On thebrmy 
66 Black and white 
cooKie 
67 City on [he Ruhr 
68 Protective drtch 
69 Sooaly ntpt 
lose* 
70 Arrests 
71 Starter chips 
DOWN 
t Avis offering 
2 Reluctant 
3 Create again 
4 Wear away 
5 Urban renewal 
target 
6 Jot 
r> t 
SBBH^ 
7 Patent medicines 
8 Lrsted mstaker. 
9 Washington ol 
"The Humcanc' 
10 Mem 
11 Sweethean 
12 Expurgated 
13 Stetson or ledora 
21 Large--norm 
pitcher 
22 Little dovirs 
26 Disassemble 
29 I a tarn 
30 "Bom m the     " 
32 Injure 
33 KetyorAutry 
34 Whelp 
36 Canner>pork 
product 
37 Rotating part ol a 
dynamo 
38 Burrow maker 
40 Org ol Flames 
41 T Turner stn 
44 Jacob's brother 
46 Fngg's male 
48 Gam en blooms 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in your first-born 
for the answer to 65 Across? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and are 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key. temporarily located 
on this very page. 
49 After al thrs time 58 Tense situabon 
51 Wmer Lurie 60 Pan of OED 
52 Usher after the 61 Oo/e 
interval 62 Vases with 
53 Manufacture bases 
56 Authority to 63 Actor 
deofle Cianey 
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ANSWERS 
Guess what? 
The answer to 22 Down is 
"Imps." 
It has no reflection upon the 
staff of the third page. 
The mirror next to our desk, 
however, is a perfect reflection. 
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3ROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD 
© 
© 
HmX 
'Nml 
Health Diary 
Gun violence 
BBC World 
Ntwi 
3~~™ ■Girl* E 
Simpioni ,111 
SlewoIX 
CBS Evening 
Nt.iJT 
ABC World 
News Tonigm 
NBC Nightly 
Newajf 
Buf intis Rpt 
Whtel ol 
Fortune .11 
Entertainment 
Tonight 3C 
Drew Carey (In 
Stereo) I 
Jeopardy! S: 
Hollywood 
Squares 3T. 
Freaier "Roz m 
the Doghouse" 
Two Guys and   Norm (In 
a Girl ■ Siereo) JT. 
Newehou! With Jim Lehrer I 
Newahour With Jim Lehrer I 
Had Aboul 
You (In Sleieol 
Simpsons in 
Siereo) X 
Selnleld Trie 
HMD MMr 
Friends |!n 
Siereo] X 
Buainass Rpt. 
Friends (in- 
Siereo) X 
Friends X 
Big Brother (In Stereo Live) 3 LaOn Grammy Award! Honoring tie creative span ol today's Latin Newsx 
.music. (In Siereo Live) 3D 
Dateline (In Stereo) X 
lorew Carey     ISpIn City The IHopkina 24/7 (N) (Pan 4 ol 6) X 
■11    " 
Great Apes IN) (In Stereo) I 
Ores) Apes (I 
Waal Wing Vrhit KM o( Day 
Has II Been" (In Stereo) X 
On Our Own Terma: Movers on Dying Finding 
state and local lunderfl lor hospice care. (N) X 
Law t Order "Vaya Con Dios- 
(In Stereo) X 
i ing l  e- 
rms: Moytrs c On Our Own Te er on Dying Faictng 
stale and local lunceng lor hospice care. (N) X 
[With Eva. 
Open 
Howe: "So* Survivor" (2000. Suspense) B*y Zane, Gloria 
Reuben. Two men hunt the survrvor ol a tragic plane crash X 
7 Daya "Time Gremlin" (In 
Stereo) B) 
sl e  
NewaX 
Star Trefc Voyager "Pattilnder" 
(In Siereo) X 
With Eyes 
Open 
AealtVlIn 
Stereo) X 
Sports-Detroit 
nr 
Late Show r-. 
(In Stereo) X 
Nlghtllne(N)" 
X 
Tonight Show 
(In Siereo) X 
Charile Rose (In Stereo) X 
Charlie Ross (In Siereo) X 
Star Trek Deep Space Nine- 
"Rocks end Shoals (In Stereo) 
j.— -T.:vajni,i .m 
11? T*B!;' I ■.'■!■?■'.'' ''J 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AMC 
COM 
DISC 
ESPN 
HBO 
HIST 
FS0 
SCIFI 
TIC 
TNT 
USA 
VHI 
(Sromslovle:e.V,7*«ieliol 
eVar»w>'(1965) Frana Smana 
Saturday lighl Live Roseanne 
Your New House 
JpertSefnerX 
IS 30) Movie: "Peace AcaUmy 
5 Assignment imM 8eecri"X 
In Search Ol      In Search Ol 
Baseball 
Today 
Tribe Time 
Sliders into the Myslc" (in 
Stereo) X 
Home Again     IHome Again 
ER "Filhers and Sons" (In 
Stereo) I 
Walker, Texas rtsnger "Mean 
Streets' (In Stereo) D 
Where Are They Now.7 
•Uamr (In Siereo) 
Three Stooges Movie: ft, "CaraR ul>M5Um>iavsnar(1973. Western) Jonr 
Wayne. A lawmsri's sow bacome hvoaesdifi a laujlbank robbery. 
Wild Discovery Kangaroos • 
Faces r the Mob" 
rv an ens e rn n re  > f tal ar* i 
6*lyiho,x ] Win Sen How.:.. *dUl(l«WCcti»loV)Ja»am.h«>n.r>nsVc^ 
SlWraaWnsy  Opttjhi sluoents unite against a dorm's oliansrve coeds.  
llil M«rn,m,i 'Vipmirm hu» Ifca IM>I4A '(W*, IUMnlftl,mli^ ^V. IUJ i- 0n the Inelde Amenca's 
Busiest E.R" (N) 
Msjor League Baseball Teams to Be Announced. (Lrva) X 
How to SurviveThe Yfll lo 
Um* (Part 1 ol 2)  
How lo Survive "Read and       On the Inelde "Amenca's- 
Resnond" (Part? ol2) BusiesiER" 
Major League Baseball: Teams lo Be Announced (Lrve) I 
Movie: **<>, "Oejpev«leySeefcngSusayi'(l9e5)Ahousewile 
loses her memory and adopta a new-wave persona 'PG.13* 
»l)mC«»lury''F«esiormi- 
Seiandlha     lArllis (>n 
City (in Stereo)  Stereo) 
1 Asteroids! How much damage    Sesvch and Rescue |N) (Pan 3 
asteroids could causa the planet, ol 4) X 
Ma|or League Baseball Boston Red Son al CMveand Indans Jacobs Field (Live) 
Tales From the ITalea From the 
Crypt I    CryplI 
Mega Tech Military Mastei 
P^eisnder "A V*us Among Us" 
'In Stereo) X 
JAO-coda Blue" (m Stereo) x' 
20 to 1 A counldown ol the lop 
20 se«y moments (In Stereo) ; 
Tales From trie ITalee From the ITalea From the ITalea From the 
Cryptx ICryptX Crypt M |CryplX 
Estreme Machines "Vertical 
RjohTlN) 
Secret World c 
Carriers 
Alrcrsrt 
Movie:.', "up Close ifWiefl tsge. Drama) Rooen Redlord. MKheite Placer. |Movte:.w -^cioa»ir*rsonjr(l9ge)ATV 
Stochard Channing. A TV newsman grooms a new reporter lot stardom newsman grooms a new reporter lor stardom. 
Movie: ...to "The Las/ Tycoon' (1976. Drama) Robert Oe Niro, 
Tony Curtis The He ol a powerful 1930s movie mogul. 
SouoSParkX iBenlaboU(ri) IbsliythowX   WIB 
I SIain's Money 
Oa "Napoleon's Boney Puts" (In IThe Comer OsAndre agrees to 
Siereo) X help lorm a besketbal team. X 
China • Great Dam (N) X 
'national Sports fssporl" 
Wrath ol God: Halsay's 
Typhoons - Peril on the See X 
Erposure (N) (In Stereo) X 
Uttrmst. tan Biggest 
Stmclurss IN) 
Nash Bridges "Rampage" (In 
Stereo) X 
i   
RegionsT 
Sports Report 
Crossing OveT Twesghl Zone' 
|N) I (In Siereo) X 
4 Word (N) 
Extreme Machines "Vertcal 
Faghr 
Ir^vsrMetBassdonthefrue   iHurrtresa "Bad Boys S Wh, We 
Llle ol an FBI FsmHy (m Siereo) Love Them" (N) (In Stereo) X 
Movie: .. ■ftueJrJrrjfher»2rA>rMI»e,&)meoV|^ Elwood 
Bkies Iriea to ilan:L«;anewBliaiBroma«sbsrid (ktSMreo) 
Strip loker (in Walks., fat 
Stereo) RangsrX 
Movie:.. -Slues flrMhers 
2TJI>r(199e)r^et»kroyd. 
Can you 
do it??? 
THtRE ARE ONLY 4 WORDS 
IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
WHICH EIMP IN '-P0OS\.. 
Cm YOU NAAAE TH 
waBimta/wnitMldifSitBKBSigKK 
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HE SAID .-SHE SAID 
"Who has ever heard of anything like this?" 
BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD, ON THE SUBJECT OF PIZZA HUT'S ORDERING 
SYSTEM 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
opraoN 
EDITORIAL 
We're outraged about pizza delivery 
On a lighter note: 
We at the BG News tried to 
order pizza last night from the 
local Pizza Hut located on South 
Main Street. 
We ordered two large pepper- 
oni pizzas to be delivered to 210 
West Hall. 
Sounds easy, right? Wrong. 
Instead of calling, placing our 
order and having our pizza deliv- 
ered. Pizza Hut thought it would 
be easier to call a central calling 
center. 
So anyone who orders Pizza 
Hut around the state of Ohio 
calls their local number and then 
is automatically forwarded to the 
calling center in Northern Ohio 
Here an operator takes your 
order and then sends the order to 
your local Pizza Hut establish- 
ment who takes the order and 
processes it. 
Who has ever heard of any- 
thing like this? 
Pizza Hut has made ordering 
food a lot more complicated than 
it needs to be. Every other food 
delivery place we have ever 
encountered has been the tradi- 
tional call, place your order, and 
have your food delivered. 
YOU DECIDE 
Is the Pizza Hut system of 
ordering pizza utterly 
insane? Let us know what 
you think at bgnews@list- 
proc.bgsuedu 
It look us about a half hour to 
order our food through this new. 
so-called easier way to order 
Pizza Hut. It usually takes about a 
half hour altogether to order and 
get your food. 
Because of the location of the 
operator (Cleveland) she had no 
idea what 210 West Hall meant 
and said that Pizza Hut does not 
even deliver to the area code 
43403 (the campus zip code). 
That amused us... a Pizza Hut on 
South Main that does not deliver 
to campus. 
When she figured out that we 
are part of a college campus, she 
put us on hold for ten minutes 
and we hung up. 
After calling back, the order 
finally went through and over a 
half hour later we had two fresh 
pizzas. 
What's wrong with just making 
a direct phone call to order food? 
We do not blame the BG Pizza 
Hut but the company as a whole. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 
Coverage of 
Olasky speech 
one-sided 
I was disappointed by your 
coverage of Marvin Olaskys pre- 
sentation on "compassionate 
conservatism" ("Speaker stresses 
poverty, spirituality are related," 
BG News, 12 Sept). 
First, the article failed to note 
the overall lack of interest in what 
Olasky had to say — indeed, the 
turnout was very low. Second, 
challenging questions and / 
opposing viewpoints were not 
adequately highlighted. 
For example, I offered the fol- 
lowing critique of Olaskys 
speech: 
- It Is incorrect to imply, as 
Olasky does, that conservative 
GOP politics represent those are 
more spiritual. 
- "Compassionate conser- 
vatism" is nothing new; it is sim- 
ply the old "thousand points of 
light" shibboleth of G W. Bush's 
father during a previous election. 
- It is absurd to imagine that 
volunteerism and less govern- 
ment can solve the problems of 
poverty when, in reality, it is the 
economic system that needs 
addressing. 
-1 shared about my four years 
of service as a Christian mission- 
ary in Russia, where I worked as a 
coordinator of humanitarian aid. 
1 noted that such volunteerism 
will never solve the problems of 
that country (Olasky countered 
that the United States has 
greater advantages than Russia, 
but he failed to understand my 
point that Russia is an example 
where, right now, there is little 
government doing anything for 
the people) 
I ended my remarks with the 
following excerpt from Albert R. 
Hunt's opinion column in the 
Wall Street Journal ("More a K 
Street. Than a Compassionate 
Conservative." 3 Aug. p A15). 
"The rhetoric and packaging of 
the convention |compassionate 
conservatism] may work. But a 
look at Mr. Bush's record ofgover 
nance reinforces the lobbyists' 
view that there is more a corpo 
rate conservative than a compas- 
sionate one." In such a fiercely 
pro-business newspaper, that 
comment has to be viewed as an 
understatement! 
Roger Chapman 
ACS doctoral candidate 
rogerc@bgnetbgsued 
SUBMISSION POLICY 
Trie BG News gladly prints Letters 
to the Editor and Guest Col umns 
Letters should be less than 300 
words and Guest Columns can be 
500 to 700 words. Name, phone 
number and address should be 
included for verification. All sub- 
missions may be edited for length. 
Send submissions to 210 West 
Hall or arne^(3«gnetbgsuedu 
with subject line "letter to the edi- 
tor" or "guest column." 
ON THE STREET 
Have you had prob- 
lems ordering from 
Pizza Hut? 
JAREDZIV0DER 
SENIOR 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
"I'm broke. I have no 
money except for 
Dominos'$5 card- 
board pizza." 
THXN6S yOUU NEVER HE*R FROM . . . 
JEN0AJEFFERS 
FRESHMAN 
UNDECIDED 
7 don't like the auto- 
mated system. I'd 
rather have some idiot 
get it wrong." 
D0NM0NDA 
SOPHOMORE 
UNDECIDED 
"My mom invented 
that." 
**J^H ?**•>   f*W mfVoGnS f. 
ADAM SHAW 
SOPHOMORE 
INT'L BUSINESS 
"I'm a vegetarian, not 
because I don't like 
meat, but because I 
hate plants." 
Your decision to try to make 
ordering food a easier was a bad 
one. Why fix something that is 
not broken? 
People want to order food with 
ease. Obviously they do not want 
to cook and do not want to deal 
with anything complicated, so 
why not just keep it simple? 
Pizza Hut, we think you should 
reconsider this decision and 
make ordering from your estab- 
lishment simple like it is every 
where else. 
We think ordering pizza should 
not be a DTxess. 
At this rate in the future we are 
going to have to call Washington 
D.C. just to place an order for 
Pizza Hut breadsticks. 
So next time we at the news- 
room decide to order pizza, we 
will probably take the easy way 
out and just call somewhere else. 
No, not an operator in Cleveland, 
but a place In BG that makes it 
easy. 
• We would like to thank the 
delivery guy for giving us the 
direct number to Pizza Hut. (We 
guess they only give this out to 
their VTP customers). We would) 
give it out but then we would 
have to kill all of you 
Votes for Bush/Gore 
the only ones wasted 
AT ISSUE Is it more important to win an election or to 
influence the political system? < 
My mother couldn't believe 
that I didn't want to vote for 
George W. Bush. 
"How could you vote for a third 
party candidate?" she asked. 
"Would you want Al Gore to be 
elected?" 
I explained that I simply hate 
both Gore and Bush. I mentioned 
that Pat Buchanan would repre- 
sent her better than Bush ever 
could. She had. in fact, voted for 
him in the 1992 Republican pri- 
mary. 
But now she was opposed to 
him. not because she disagreed 
with him, but because she was 
afraid of Gore. 
Fear is a bad reason to vote. 
Most voters vote on the basis of 
fear. That's why they complain 
that every election is a choice 
between the lessor of two evils. 
After all, there is a wide variety of 
little parties that always show up 
on the ballot, and nobody votes 
for them. 
Why? The most common rea- 
son is that people dont want to 
"throw away" their votes. 
I'm convinced, however, that 
the only wasted votes this 
November will be cast for 
Democrats and Republicans. 
Those votes will have (he effect of 
reinforcing a political system that 
promotes causes with which 
almost nobody agrees. 
The effect of the two-party sys- 
tem is that it forces moderation 
to the extreme. Instead of going 
after their constituencies, or try- 
ing to convince the masses that 
they have it right, politicians 
scramble to see who can adopt 
the majority's opinions first and 
with more dignity. As a result, sin- 
cere debate not only becomes 
unrewarding: it becomes dis- 
tasteful. 
Observe the reaction to Reform 
Party presidential candidate Pat 
Buchanan. Nobody but his allies 
even considers his arguments. 
The majority of critics simply rail 
against the extremeness of his 
opinions — how dare he defend 
anyone accused of being a Nazi! 
How dare he argue against US 
involvement in UN forces! How 
dare he even wonder if immigra- 
tion ought to be curtailed! 
An open-minded reader of 
Buchanan may often disagree 
with him, but rarely with tie 
anger of many of his critics. He is 
an excellent rhetorician, and his 
arguments deserve a thoughtful 
response. His critics give him 
JEFF 
ARNETT 
Opinion Editor 
simple, rage-filled responses. 
Some of them don't even take the 
time to read his books or hear his 
speeches. They simply fume 
about... the audacity! Who could 
possibly be so far out of touch 
with the American people? 
The same is true, to a lesser 
degree, about Ralph Nader. 
Nader, however, is more fashion- 
able in progressive circles, so he 
gets less flak for being an extrem- 
ist. 
He does get some flak. This 
summer. Paul Krugman wrote a 
piece criticizing Nader for being 
an extremist. It didn't attack 
Nader's criticisms about corpora - 
lions. It mentioned, but didn't 
attempt to analyze, the incon- 
gruity between Nader's anti-cor- 
porate stance and the millions he 
has made on the stock market. 
The gist of Krugman's argu - 
ment was: Whatever happened to 
that friendly consumer advocate? 
Whatever happened to that great 
guy with whom everyone could 
agree? 
The two-party system has 
made dissent a political crime. 
Corruption and dishonesty are 
still reviled, to be sure, but the 
really bad folks are the ones who 
hold firm beliefs. 
Anyone who thinks that the 
choice between Bush and Gore is 
a substantial one is deluded. As 
members of the two centrist par- 
ties, they will do what they have 
to do to get re-elected. Anybody 
who remembers President 
Clinton knows that. It could be 
called the Clinton effect. 
BUI Clinton came to office as a 
moderate socialist. He tried to 
radically reform the health care 
system and his party got crushed 
in the following election. Some 
media analysts even predicted 
the demise of the Democratic 
Party. They were wrong, however, 
because the Democrats moved 
back to the center. They passed 
welfare reform. They denounced 
"big government." They became, 
essentially, moderate 
Republicans. 
JeffAmett is an extremist BG 
News columnist. He can be 
reached at amettj@bgneLbg- 
su.edu 
210 West Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green. 
Ohio 43403 
Phone: 
^° (419)372-6966 
E-mail: 
bgnews@llstproc.bgsu.edu 
Website: www.bgnews.com 
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General Motors warns owners of recall 
DETROIT (AP) — General Motors Corp. has warned 
owners of 290,000 Buick and Oldsmobile sedans that 
driver-side air bags could deploy unexpectedly, but a 
recall will not begin until later this year because CM 
does not have parts to fix the problem. The problem is 
caused by corrosion on a wire linked to the air bag. 
www.bgnews.com 
NATION 
Associated Press Photo 
FAMILY: Lenore Holm and husband Milton p se with their children, from left, Justine, 11 years; Miaya, four-months; John, 4; Sunny, 9; Thomas, 18-months; Gabriel, 3; Dell, 8; 
Timothy, 18-months and Chanty, 6, in their home. Lenore Holm refused to allow her 16-year-old daughter to become the second wife of a 39-year-old man. 
Polygamist sect pulls kids from school 
By Robert Gehrke 
• ssocurro prtrss wrmin 
COLORADO CITY, Ariz. — 
Hundreds of members of a 
polygamous Mormon splinter 
group have pulled their children 
out of the public schools along 
the Utah-Arizona state line — 
preparing, perhaps, for the end of 
the world. 
Only about 350 students have 
enrolled in the four schools in the 
desert towns of Colorado City 
and llildalc. Utah, compared 
with 1,400 last year. Dozens of 
teachers belonging to the 
Fundamentalist Church of lesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints have 
also quit. 
They acted at the direction of 
Warren Jeffs, who speaks on 
behalf of his aged father, Rulon 
lefts, the church's prophet. In 
mid-luly, Warren Jeffs ordered 
followers to take their children 
out of school and cut off contact 
with former church members. 
Church members said they are 
taking charge of their children's 
education and schooling them at 
home, just like other parents 
across the country. Other people. 
particularly former members, 
said the leffs' followers are 
prepanng for the apocalypse 
their leaders say is at hand. 
DeLoy Bateman, a former 
church member and a science 
teacher at the Colorado City high 
school, said church leaders are 
preaching that the towns will be 
lifted into heaven with the 
Second Coming of Jesus Christ. 
Around the twin communities, 
the End of Days is rumored to be 
either a few days or a few months 
away. 
In a statement issued through 
their Salt Lake City attorney, the 
Jeffses said: "The Fundamentalist 
Church and its officers have not 
made any predictions in regard 
to the exact date of the Second 
Coming 
Harry 
Potter 
sparks 
argument 
By Ron Word 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRltEH 
JACKSONVILLE — A library 
has stopped giving Harry Potter 
fans a certificate from the fic- 
tional boy's wizardry school 
because parents and churches 
complained the gimmick 
exposed children to witchcraft. 
A branch of the Jacksonville 
Public Library gave the 
"Hogwarts' Certificate of 
Accomplishment" to about 200 
young fans who attended a 
party July 8 to celebrate the 
release of "Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire." The book is the 
fourth installment in the wildly 
popular series by British author 
J.K. Rowling. 
The certificate, meant to 
encourage children to read, 
honored its recipient for com- 
pleting a term at Hogwarts 
School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardry, the school young 
Harry attends. The books feature 
Harry fighting against die forces 
of evil, aided by spells, Dying 
brooms and magical instru- 
ments. 
After learning of the certifi- 
cates from his church, John 
Miesburg complained to the 
Board of Library Trustees and 
the Jacksonville City Council, 
and contacted Liberty Counsel, 
a religious rights organization. 
"We don't want our children 
to be exposed to witchcraft," 
said Miesburg, a father of six. "If 
they are going to pass out witch- 
craft certificates, they should 
promote the Bible and pass out 
certificates of righteousness." 
SENIOR PICTURES 
HERE ALL WEEK! 
ABrAEHTIKAMNEOnPSTYOH^Q 
Looking for more out of college... 
Sorority Recruitment Begins September 16"1 
Fill out this form and drop it off at your front 
desk 
Need more information... 
Come to our information session Thursday, 
September 14"1 at 9:15pm 
ABrAEHTIKAMNEOnPrrYOH^Q 
Bowling. Greca Suit University 
2000 Fall PaiuVlknk Sorority Recruitment Registration 
Name. 
BGSU Fall Address. 
High School Attended, . Yr. Graduation. 
If transferring, last school attended. 
List Organizations (note any offices held):. 
List any special assistance (i.e. wheelchair, ramp) needed. Is there anything you feel is important for us 
to know should you require medical assistance? 
Have you ever been an initiated member or pledged a national sorority/fraternity ? 
If yes which? If pledged, date pledged/date depledged. 
List any immediate relatives (mother, sister, grandmother, turn) who are sorority members and their 
affiliation:  
I hereby amhonie Panbcllenic Council lo releaae ray accumulative grade poiiK and previous aemewer a avenge to each 
tarority Recruitment Chairwoman I tun her undent—] —I I mm) be academically eligible lo participle in Recruitment 
Academic eligibility li bated on achievement of a 2.2 grade pout avenge either from the previoualy attended aemeawr or at a 
cumulative grade point average. I undemand that (he $23.00 regiatrauon foe it non-refundable tad non-tranaferable to 
another time or person I further underuand that the ufomubon oa thn form will be la——1 with the Recnutmeot 
Chairwoman during the Recruitment Period. 
Signature Due: BGSU _#  
If you would liked this charged to Bursar account sign hare 
mintHitdiiP—» Return to yaw ItllHntl Hal FreaH Da_ RacraMa 
Mate q»_ cayabk « f—»■_ 
=
 1 
________ 
.....'..,..■;....'.•.••':■., ..:'-.:'-: 
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London Stock Exchange pulls out of merger 
LONDON (AP) —The London Stock Exchange pulled 
out of its merger with Germany's Deutsche Boerse on 
Tuesday to concentrate on fending off a hostile bid 
from Sweden's OM Gruppen, owner of the Stockholm 
exchange. The move came just a day after Deutsche 
Boerse signaled trouble with the merger plan. 
www.bgnews.com 
WORLD 
Japan weather causes evacuations, deaths 
ByiojiSakurai 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
TOKYO — Boulevards became 
muddy rivers and hundreds of 
thousands of people were 
ordered to evacuate Tuesday as 
torrential rain soaked central 
lapan, killing at least six people 
and forcing the nation's biggest 
carmaker to stop production. 
Authorities in the city of Nagoya 
told more than 360,000 people to 
evacuate their homes, city official 
Tadanobu Horiguchi said. Many 
sought shelter on the second or 
third floors of schools. 
The dead included a 53-year- 
old firefighter who fell into a 
flooded roadside ditch and a 49- 
year-old man who was buried in a 
mudslide. Horiguchi said. Four 
other people were killed, 32 were 
injured and three were missing, 
the national Police Agency report - 
ed. 
Nagoya-based Toyota Motor 
Corp. stopped production 
nationwide because of the relent- 
less downpour, a company 
spokeswoman said. The compa- 
ny has a highly interdependent 
network of parts-makers, which 
means a stoppage in the flooded 
Nagoya center would affect oper- 
ations in other areas. 
Television footage showed resi- 
dents wading waist-deep in 
muddy water and children navi- 
gating flooded streets in rubber 
inner-tubes. Troops in lowboats 
paddled past inundated buses to 
rescue stranded residents. 
Fourteen homes were demol- 
ished by landslides, and more 
than 12,000 were flooded above 
the floor level, police said. 
Landslides happened in 310 
places. 
Nagoya, a major industrial city 
of 2.2 million people, is about 165 
miles west of Tokyo. Rainfall total- 
ing 23 inches was recorded in 
Tokai, near Nagoya, over the past 
24-hour period, the local observa- 
tory said. 
"This flooding is unprecedent- 
ed in our city," Horiguchi said. 
"I've never seen such huge rain- 
falls in such a short period of 
rime." 
Power outages interrupted bul- 
let train service to the region, the 
Prime Minister's Office said. 
About 50,000 passengers were 
forced to sleep overnight at rail- 
way stations or in stalled trains, 
rail officials said. Service resumed 
after a record interruption of 
more than 18 hours. 
Major highways in central 
lapan were also closed to traffic, 
national broadcaster NHK report- 
ed. 
The governor of Aichi state,- 
where Nagoya is located, request- 
ed disaster relief from the nation- 
al government, the prime minis- 
ter's office said. 
Elsewhere Tuesday, a tornado 
swept through residential Tokyo, 
destroying the roofs of several 
homes, a Tokyo police official 
said. There were no reports of 
Associated Press Photo 
JAPAN: Exhausted passengers sit on the floor with their baggage as they wait for the resumption of bullet train services Tuesday morning 
at Tokyo Station after the services were interrupted because of power outages. 
injuries. typhoon Saomai approached the    storm was about 60 miles east of    the island with powerful winds. 
More  violent   weather  was    southernmost    prefecture    of    the Okinawa capital of Naha early        Naha is  about   1,000 miles 
creeping    toward    lapan,    as    Okinawa with 90-mph winds. The    Tuesday and was already lashing    southwest of Tokyo. 
Building Blocks for the Future: 
BGSU's 2nd Annual GLBTQIQSS* College Conference 
October 27-29 
EATURING 
Leslie Feinberg 
Paul Siegel 
Riki Anne Wilchins 
and a performance by H'.I.S. Kings 
ORKSHOP TOPICS INCLUDE 
Tgender vintersexuality 
▼sexual fluidity        Tclassroom education 
Toutreach rand many more 
Still accepting 
workshop proposals. 
gay. lesbian, bisexual, transgender. queer, 
mlersexed. questioning and straight supportive    ■ 
JOIN SPJ TODAY 
you know that little voice 
inside that says "I can't"? 
this summer, [crush if] 
Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where 
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire 
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your 
career. Apply today at tpeArmy ROTC department, wfth no 
obligation. Before thajsbtce tells you to take a vacation. 
HIIIHIMINT      INSURANT!      MUIUA1  FUNDS      TRUST SERVICES      I U ITI 0 N  TI N ANCI N G 
Deferring taxes with 
TIAA-CREF can be so      **<«*,L 
tax     ' 
rewarding, you'll wonder   \3r 
why you didn't do it sooner. 
One of the fastest ways to budd a retirement nest egg 
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement 
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF 
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck, 
you can easily build income to supplement your pension 
and Social Security 
And your contributions to SRAs grow undirrunished 
by taxes until you withdraw the funds ' Add to that 
TlAA-CREFs solid history of investment performance, 
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low, 
and you have more money working for you. 
So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire- 
ment today with tax-deferred 
SRAs We think you will find it 
rewarding in the years to come 
ITS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH 
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL 
SI02.(X>8 
S67.SM flat 
T...hl,.<**.-v.,*,lw        I 
■  1KIU«T 
$41,232 flj 
S3I.933 
SUM.      Of)    I 
INVEST AS UTTU AS 
$25 i month 
through an automatic 
payroll plan' 
$13,052 
$11,609 
10YEARS        20YEARS 30YCAK 
lnth.*h>|»mh«irt»U-»«mji*c  scrimf M.k 1IUI - month in • 
i..-<klciTtj m>c>Jm<M OIIFI M 8'* rvwrn in a 1*<* ui 
bracket «IVI* . be net fiowUi Uun the vitme net amount put 
im» a «ivir-j. anount Tnai mutm anal pruxioul »akw ol 
bHMMH will fletmaic, -ui yvrM m*> \my TV chert 
•Nile )• fvt>cnk->l for riluuralliCpWpPtr'i only end dun mi 
reflect actual ptiformancc. or pTdtct I mart rvtuHv o* any 
TIAA-CREF ■cow* « refect .-iiwnwt 
■No**. Under federal tan law. withdrawals poor to age 594 may be 
subject to -wnct-ons. and to a 10% additional ta« 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it" 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
for mont complete information on our securities products. Wast call I 800 8*7 2733, f*t 5509. to request prospectuses Read them care- 
luOy before you *west V You may be abf* 10 invest up lo the IBS maanmum of 110.500 per yea*. TO receive a persona*«d cattulaton of your 
maxrium contribution, off TlAA-CRff at t 800 842-2776. • IiAA-CRtf Individual and mslrtuiional Servces, inc dntnbutn the CWF and T1AA 
Real Estate vanabtc annuities ■ Teachers Personal Investors Services, kx datnbutes the Personal Annurtei «anatw annuity component mutual 
funds and luruon savings agreements • TIM and TlAA-CRtFU'e Insurance Co, Nevv Tort. NY. issue *vsu'atxe and annuities * TIAAOtEf Trun 
Company. FSB provrdes fust services • Investment products are not FOfC miurtd, may lose value and at not bank guaranteed. 
©2000TlAA<rUF0*fl3 , • 
■>awa*«*a>«*Vvrn*i 
NATION 
SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
BROWN UPSET 
CINCINNATI -After endur- 
ing a season-opening loss in the 
new stadium named for his 
father. Cincinnati Bengals presi- 
dent Mike Brown says his team 
had better turn things around in 
a hurry. 
Brown said he felt every blow 
Sunday as he watched his team 
lose 24-7 In the season-opener 
against the Cleveland Browns, a 
second-year team. 
"It was a punch In the nose, we 
were feeling it. it was painful," 
Brown, 65, said Monday. 
BOB 
BRUMBERG 
StaffWriter 
"Bob's Two Cents" 
Knight was 
harsh but 
big legend 
With one phone call, with one 
press conference, with one cry- 
baby freshman, a 29-year legacy 
was brought to an abrupt end 
Sunday. Bobby Knight, a.k.a. 
"The General." was removed as 
head basketball coach at Indiana 
University. 
A moment of silence, please. 
Sure. Knight's methods were a 
bit harsh. OK. OK. They were 
really harsh. But you have to 
admit, he got his point across, 
right? Face It, fear works. If you 
had to listen to his speeches, 
such as the now infamous 
recording of Knight in the locker 
room about losing to Purdue 
(you can download it offthe net), 
you'd be crapping your pants 
too. 
i    How else do you think he 
! attained an overall record of 763- 
290.11 Big Ten titles, three NCAA 
' titles, and a gold medal at the. 
1984 Games? Being the sensitive, 
just-for-the-fun-of-lt coach 
doesn't work. Knight was the old 
iSchool.you-better-win-or-ITl- 
| run-your-ass-into-the-ground 
■coach. He was a big into disci- 
pline, and people had a problem 
with that. 
That reminds me of one of my 
high school teachers. The physi- 
cal education teacher. Mr. 
Spoerl. was also into discipline 
(assistant sports editor Nick 
Hurm can back me up). The fact 
that he taught and demanded 
respect made him one of the 
most feared and disliked teacher 
at Carroll among the students. To 
me, however, he was the greatest 
teacher in Carroll's history. He 
was tough, but was always fair. 
Now. he never threw a chair 
across the court, like Knight. But 
you see my point. 
Now let's talk about the most 
recent incident. I've heard both 
sides of the story, and whether 
you like or not. Knight did noth- 
ing wrong. This kid, Kent Harvey, 
was walking through the doors 
of Assembly Hall, saw coach 
Knight, and yelled, "What's up 
Knight?" Now, I think anyone 
should h^ve the common sense 
to address someone in Knight's 
position as either "coach Knight" 
or "Mr. Knight." To call him just 
"Knight" or even "Bob" or 
"Bobby" would be obviously dis- 
respectful. 
Anyway, so Knight grabs 
Harvey by the arm and gives him 
a brief lecture on how to address 
elders. And he isn't even listening 
as he admits that in an interview 
later. As Harvey is walking away, 
he does the stupidest thing he 
could do in yelling out "Goodbye 
Knight!" If I were Knight, I would 
have turned around and decked 
the kid. But the coach did the 
right thing: He walked away. 
Now Harvey's stepfather is 
claiming the confrontation left 
marks on Harvey's arm. 
Boo-hoo. 
Here's the kicker, the stepfa- 
ther still wants an apology. You 
got the man fired! Isn't that 
enough to make you happy?! In 
addition, this stepfather. Mark 
Shaw, just happens to be one of 
Knight's biggest critics. 
Coincidence? I think not. 
The bottom line is that Bob 
Knight is Indiana basketball. 
Without him, the Hoosier bas- 
ketball program will never be the 
same. I can tell you one thing, 
firing Bob Knight will turn out to 
be one of the biggest mistakes 
that University has ever made. 
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Indiana names new coach 
Former assistant coach Mike Davis takes over as interim head coacMor tte departed toigrit said 
By Steve Hernvsn 
AP SPORTS WAITER 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — 
Indiana headed off a possible 
player revolt over Bob Knight's 
dismissal by hiring assistant 
Mike Davis on Tuesday as inter- 
im basketball coach. 
"There was no way I could 
turn  this job 
down," said 
Davis, sur- 
rounded by the 
team at a news 
conference. 
"I'm sad by the 
way it hap- 
pened. 
Everyone 
knows Coach 
Knight is the 
reason I'm here 
and why the 
players are 
here." 
But, he 
added, 
"Indiana basketball is bigger 
than anyone." 
John Treloar. another Knight 
assistant backed by the players, 
was appointed interim associate 
coach. 
"We're so pleased they're will- 
ing to go forward with us," ath- 
letic director Clarence Doninger 
said. "We are presenting a uni- 
fied front today. We're looking 
forward to the fuujpe. We know 
this team has great potential." 
The announcement came 
two days after Indiana fired 
Knight for repeated misconduct 
and a day after players told 
Doninger that Davis or Treloar 
had to be hired as interim coach 
or players would defect en 
masse. 
"We have a wonderful group 
of young men over here. We 
know this has been a very diffi- 
cult time for them," Doninger 
said. 
The status of Pat Knight, the 
son of the Hall of Fame coach 
and also an assistant, was 
unknown. Pat Knight has said he 
has considered himself fired 
along with his father. 
The storied basketball pro- 
gram has been in disarray since 
the firing of the coach who 
brought t'iree NCAA titles to the 
school. 
Dane Fife said Monday he 
had decided to transfer, but 
when told Davis had been hired, 
the junior guard said he was 
reconsidering his plans. 
"I've spoken with my team- 
mates, and I was at a club last 
"There was no way 
I could turn this 
job down. I'm sad 
by the way it hap- 
pened. Everyone 
knows Coach 
Knight is the rea- 
son I'm here and 
why the players 
are here." 
MIKE DAVIS. NEW IU COACH 
night and somebody came on 
stage and said, 'Dane, you've got 
to stay' And the place just erupt- 
ed in loud cheers," Fife said. "It 
realty made me appreciate what 
Indiana basketball is all about." 
Highly recruited freshman 
swingman A.J. Moye, who also 
threatened to leave, said he also 
would stay if Davis and Treloar 
remained. 
"The first 
couple of days. 
I was reacting 
with emotion. I 
was frustrated. 
I felt cheated 
and I felt totally 
undermined," 
he said. "I said 
some things 
out of frustra- 
tion." 
Despite 
Knight's rigid 
discipline, 
uncompromis- 
ing demand for 
perfection and infamous tem- 
per, he was the main reason 
players have come to Indiana to 
play basketball the past 29 years. 
"There's no question they 
came to Indiana University to 
play for coach Bob Knight," 
Doninger said in an earlier inter- 
view. "We'd like to think they 
came to Indiana University 
because of Indiana University, 
too. But I know the facts of life 
here, and they came to play for 
coach Knight." 
Knight was fired by university 
president Myles Brand for vio- 
lating a "zero-tolerance" behav- 
ior policy imposed in May. 
It's not known what Knight's 
next move will be, but Indiana 
Pacers coach Isiah Thomas, who 
led Knight's 1981 team to a 
national title, said he would wel- 
come Knight as an assistant. 
"I would love for him to sit on 
the bench with me and more or 
less mentor me," Thomas told 
Detroit radio station WDFN. "I 
don't think there's a basketball 
player in the world who would- 
n't crave his insight. That's what, 
hopefully, he'll be able to give 
me." 
The Mavericks' owner, 
Indiana graduate Mark Cuban, 
told the Fort Worth Star- 
Telegram he'd be happy to have 
Knight work for him. 
"As a huge fan, Bobby has a 
standing offer to join the Mavs 
as a consultant," Cuban was 
quoted as saying in Tuesday's 
newspaper. "I would offer him a 
job in a heartbeat." 
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Associated Press Photos 
INDIANA: Above, former Hoosiers coach Bob Knight demonstrates, on newly hired interim head coach 
Mike Davis, his version of the incident when he was accused of grabbing Kent Hatvey and cursing at 
him. Below, thousands of students stand outside Assembly Hall Sunday to protest the firing of Knight. 
Although most of the students were peaceful, several arrests were made. 
Falcons fall to 2-3-0 
By Erik Cassano 
sfAft WRITER 
Las Vegas is a city that can dash 
your hopes and your pocketbook 
in a matter of hours. 
The BG women's soccer team 
didn't go for the casinos, but they 
might have left with that same 
feeling, as they dropped two 
matches at the UNLV Classic 
over the weekend, to fall to 2-3-0 
on the season. 
Saturday. BC played the 
University of Idaho, and were 
handed their first shutout of the 
season, 2-0. 
Idaho scored once In each 
half, as sophomore Christina 
Anderson hit the net around the 
27-minute mark of the first half 
with an assist from junior Megan 
Cummings. 
Freshman Emily Nelson put 
File Photo 
FIGHT: Falcon Meredith Davis goes for the ball last season. 
i 
the Vandals up by two with an 
unassisted goal in the second 
half. 
The closest the Falcons came 
to scoring was 10 minutes into 
the contest when senior Ashley 
Enser hit the crossbar with a 
shot. For the game. Idaho led 12- 
6 in shots taken, and 12-4 in 
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WOMEN'S SOCCER 
IAS VEGAS: Brown and 
Orange dropped two match- 
es at the UNLV Classic, one 
to Idaho, 2-0. and the sec- 
ond to UNLV, 2-1. 
TRACY GLEIXNER: 
Sophomore scored the 
Falcons lone goal during the 
UNLV game 
ERIKA FLANDERS: Made ten 
saves vs Idaho and four vs. 
UNLV 
BROWN AND ORANGE: Next 
game is scheduled for 
Friday at Central Michigan 
BGNEWS 
SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Football 
Emmanuel Hendrix. a sopho- 
more defensive back from 
Pahokee. Florida, pled guilty to a 
charge of felonious assault, 
whicn stemmed back to an inci- 
dent occurring on or about Dec. 
14,1999. 
Hendrix did knowingly cause 
serious physical harm to 
Elizabeth Anderson when he 
punched her in the face and 
caused broken bones in her 
eyes and nose. 
Hendrix, who was indicted 
Feb. 3, 2000, will be sentenced 
Dec. 15, 2000 at 1:30 p.m., 
according to the Wood County 
Clerks Office. 
Men's Soccer 
Three BC men's soccer play- 
ers were named to the 2000 
Coca-Cola All-Tournament 
team  this past  weekend in 
 
Milwaukee. 
Freshman goalie David 
DeGraff made seven saves in 
Saturday's 2-1 overtime toss to 
Wisconsin - Green Bay and net- 
ted six saves in Sunday's 3-1 win 
over Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
Senior Fred Degand scored 
BC's third goal Sunday and 
played well in the back while 
senior Chris Kraft assisted the 
tone Falcon goal Saturday. 
Men's Basketball 
BG coach Dan Daklch has 
named Detroit native Ernie 
Zeigler as his assistant coach for 
the Falcons. 
Zeigler joined the staff in time 
to make the trip to Chile. 
"We are very excited to have 
Ernie as part of our staff" 
Dakich said, in a press release 
BRIEFS. PAGE 9 
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College Football Top 25 
By The Associated Press 
The Top Twenty Five teams in The Associated Press college 
football poll, with first-place vote: in parentheses, records 
through Sept. 9, total points base< on 25 points for a first- 
place vote through one point for a 25th-place vote and rank- 
ing in the previous poll: 
Record Pts Pvs 
1. Nebraska (41) 2-0 1.740 1 
2. Florida St. (26) 2-0 1.720 2 
3 Michigan (1) 2-0 1.590 3 
4. Wisconsin (1) 2-0 1.437 5 
5. Texas (2) 1-0 1.427 6 
6. Florida 2-0 1.376 8 
7 Kansas St. 2-0 1.368 7 
8. Virginia Tech 2-0 1.252 10 
9. Washington 2-0 1.200 15 
10. Southern Cal 2-0 1.040 11 
11. Tennessee 1-0 961 12 
12. Miami 1-1 894 4 
13. Purdue 2-0 884 14 
14. UCLA 2-0 830 16 
15. Alabama 1-1 800 13 
16. Clemson 2-0 789 17 
17. Ohio St. 2-0 688 18 
18. Oklahoma 2-0 552 20 
19. Illinois 2-0 494 21 
20.TCU 1-0 430 22 
21. Notre Dame 1-1 301 23 
22. Michigan St. 1-0 260 24 
23. Georgia 1-1 261 9 
24. Auburn 2-0 193 
— 
25. Southern Miss. 0-1 130 25 
Others receiving votes: Colorado St. 122, South Carolina 
72, Mississippi 54, Oregon 52, Mississippi Si . 45. Toledo 34, 
LSI) 14, Air Force 11, Arkansas 9, Texas A&M 7, Georgia Tech 
5, TexasTech 4. Arizona St. 3. Colorado 2, East Carolina 2. West 
Virginia 2. / 
Ruggers defeat Marshall 
ByWesHohanqer 
GUEST WRITER 
When it comes to the Mid- 
American Conference, the BG 
rugby team is the proverbial 1000 
pound gorilla. 
Though a newcomer to the 
MAC ranks. Marshall is quickly 
learning that their football 
prowess doesn't carry over to the 
rugby pitch. 
The number four ranked 
Falcons crushed the number 
eight ranked Thundering Herd 
34-8 in the first match and then 
edged them in the second. 30-19. 
"This was a classic clash of 
playing styles," said BG coach 
Roger Mazzarella. "Marshall uses 
the three yards and a cloud of 
rucks' offensive scheme. 
Personally, I think it's about as 
boring as watching paint dry. but 
it also means they have no way to 
crank it up if they fall behind." 
"With our razzle-dazzle attack 
from every point on the compass 
style, we can make up lost points 
or shoot out way ahead in just 
minutes." 
Sluggish from a six-hour drive 
and the 94 degree heat, the 
Falcons had a slim 10-8 lead at 
half-time. Fly half Pete Cromly 
nailed a 45-yard penalty field goal 
to open the scoring. 
With Marshall overcovering the 
outside lanes out of respect for 
BG's speed, freshman scrum half 
Vinne Staropoli found the defen- 
sive seam and bolted through for 
the first of three trie? Cromly's 
conversion made it 1U-0 but a 
Marshall try and penalty closed 
the gap to 10-8 at the half. 
Vinnie played for the national 
high school runner-up team at 
Westerville and was an Under-19 
Ail-American, so he's got a pretty 
good background in reading 
defenses," Mazzarella said. "With 
Marshall's field a good fifteen 
yards narrow and their defense 
already bunched up on the out- 
side, that middle gap was just 
about the only thing left." 
Faking  the   ball  out  wide, 
"With our razzle- 
dazzle attack from 
every point on the 
compass style, we 
can make up lost 
points or shoot out 
way ahead in just 
minutes." 
ROGtR MAZZARELLA. COACH 
Staropoli would twice more 
exploit the midfield hold for tries 
in the second half as the Falcons 
would run away with the contest. 
Cromly banged through another 
penalty as well as three more con- 
versions and fly half Chad 
Cunnigan added a last minute to 
ice the cake. 
"BG is what we are trying to 
model our own program after," 
said Marshall coach Dennis 
Johnson. "One of these days, I'd 
like to see us get the same respect 
they have earned from their 
opponents." 
In the second match, BG shot 
out to a huge lead only to be final- 
ly dragged down by the oppres- 
sive head and watch the Herd 
start toclaw their way back before 
winning 30-19. 
Freshman fullback Alyssio 
DiFranco scored his first career 
try to open the scoring for the 
Falcons. He was followed into the 
end zone by wings Ivan Mericle. 
Andy Riddle and eight man Tim 
Laubensheimer in what had the 
makings of a BG romp Fly half 
Jon Woodman added two conver- 
sions and a penalty to make the 
score 27-0 at the halfway mark. 
Looking to regain a little 
respect, Marshall used their ball 
control offense to grid the ball up 
field in the second half. The Herd 
put three tries over the line and 
added two conversions, but with 
each drive eating up massive 
amounts of time, it was a case of 
too little, too late. Woodman's 
penalty closed out the scoring in 
the 30-19 Falcons win. 
Now 4-0. BG will take on anoth- 
er top ten ranked team when they 
host Miami this Saturday. Don't 
expect any Miami Whammy' 
here though. 
In their last 70 games, BC has 
posted a phenomenal 67-3 record 
against the RedHawks. 
"I was mentally abused as a 
player by Miami in my playing 
days," Mazzarella said. "It's been a 
Sicilian vendetta ever since." 
"The rivalry has lost a little of its 
edge since I first started playing." 
said BG captain Reed LueckP. 
"But, this is still a big game for us 
both on the fiekl and in the polls.* 
Gametime is set for 1 p.m. 
Saturday at the College field with 
two matches also scheduled 
against John Carroll University at 
3 p.m. 
PtWoProwfcd 
WIN: Lock Dennis Antonelli hauls down the ball behind a wall of his 
teammates against Marshall. The ruggers host Miami and John 
Carroll this Saturday, starting at 1 p.m. 
register to vote. 
2000 elections ore coming soon. 
16th Annual 
ood County Day 
Saturday, September 16th 
.   10 am to 5 PHI 
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USG  USG  USC  IS<;  USG  USG <U-SG  USG  USG  USG 
USG 
Elections 
Today 
SEPTEMBER 13 
Offenhauer 12-5pm; Mac 5-9pm; 
Kreischer 7-9pm (cd side) 
13660 County Home Road • Bowling Green • (419)352-0967 
FREE ADMISSION t/FREE PARKING 
For more information call or visit us at 
404 Saddlemlre 
(above University Bookstore) 
372-8116 
IS(,     USG      USG     USG     USG     USG     USG     USG     USG     USG 
FrmgfhLy Popped 
T?opcoirn Daily! 
OFF-CAMPUS 
STUDENT CENTER 
Ground Floor Moseley Hall 
Monday-Friday 
beginning at 11am 
50c donation for the Barbara Y. Keller 
Scholarship benefitting Commuter & 
Off-Campus Students 
'rodent cent*1 
TONIGHT: 
SILERS BALD 
(CHRISTIAN BAND) *i 
7:00P.M. 
101 OLSCAMP 
« TREE ADMISSION 
11 
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2000-01 Men's Basketball Schedule 
Day Date Opponent Location 
Sat 11/04/2000 Foreign Team (Exhib.) Bowling Green. Ohio 
Sal 11/11/2000 Pella Windows (Exhib.) Bowling Green, Ohio 
Tue 11/21/2000 Evansville Bowling Green. Ohio 
Mon 11/27/2000 UNC-Wilmington Wilmington, N.C. 
Sal 12/02/2000 Duquesne Bowling Green, Ohio 
Wed 12/06/2000 Illinois State Normal, III. 
Sat 12/09/2000 Urbana Bowling Creen. Ohio 
Wed 12/13/2000 Michigan Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Sat 12/16/2000 Marist Poughkeepsle, NY. 
Thu 12/21/2000 Wilmingtor. College Bowling Green, Ohio 
Wed 12/27/2000 Michigan State Auburn Hills 
Wed 01/03/2001 Northern Illinois DeKalb, III. 
Sat 01/06/2001 Central Michigan Bowling Green, Ohio 
Wed 01/10/2001 Buffalo Bowling Green, Ohio 
Sat 01/13/2001 Toledo Toledo, Onto 
Wed 01/17/2001 Akron Akron, Ohio 
Sat 01/20/2001 Ball State Bowling Green. Ohio 
Sat 01/27/2001 Kent State Kent, Ohio 
Wed 01/31/2001 Western Michigan Bowling Green. Ohio 
Sat 02/03/2001 Miami Oxford, Ohio 
Wed 02/07/2001 Ohio Athens, Ohio 
Sat 02/10/2001 Buffalo Buffalo, N.Y. 
Wed 02/14/2001 Marshall Bowling Green, Ohio 
Sal 02/17/2001 Eastern Michigan Ypsilanti. Mich. 
Tue 02/20/2001 Kent State Bowling Green, Ohio 
Sat 02/24/2001 Akron Bowling Green. Ohio 
Mon 02/26/2001 Toledo Bowling Green. Ohio 
Wed 02/28/2001 Marshall Huntington.WVa. 
Sat 03-03/2001 Miami Bowling Green. Ohio 
Mon 03/05/2001 MAC Tourn First Round Campus Sites 
Thu 03/08/2001 MAC Tourn Quarterfinals Cleveland. Ohio 
Fri 03/09/2001 MAC Tourn Semifinals Cleveland, Ohio 
Sat 03/10/2001 MAC Toum Final Cleveland, Ohio 
Outcome/Time 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
3:30 PMET 
7:05 PMCT 
1:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:30 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:30 PMET 
7:05 PMCT 
1:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:30 PMET 
1:00 PMET 
2:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
3:00 PMET 
TBA 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
1:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
1:00 PMET 
7:00 PMET 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
Schedule subject to change. 
Schedule found at www.bgsufalc0r9.com 
Falcons awarded 
Gleixner leads the way in Las Vegas for BG 
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 7 
shots-on-goal. BG sophomore 
goalie Erika Flanders had a nice 
effort with 10 saves against Idaho 
junior goalie Tricia Haynes. who 
saved all four shots-on-goal the 
Falcons had. 
Monday, the Falcons took on 
the host team, UNIV. falling 2-1. 
.Sophomore Cosette Jofis got I he 
Rebels on the board first off a 
cross-pass from Kelly Oshay at 
15 21 ofthe first half. 
Sophomore Cristyn Enea put 
the Rebels up 2-0 al 52:48 in the 
^second half with an assist from 
"junior Anita Pedford. The 
I Falcons' lone goal of the weekend 
rcame with just under 20 minutes 
I to play in the con'.est as redshirt 
"I think if you look 
at the two games 
purely at the 
results...you 
probally think the 
progam  isn't 
doing well..." 
ANDY RICHARDS, COACH 
sophomore Tracy Glexiner scored 
her second goal in three games on 
a rebounded penalty kick from 
Ashley Enser. 
Clexiner has been one of the 
bright spots during the three- 
game losing streak the Falcons are 
currently in the throes of. 
Clexiner missed the entire 1999 
season due to a knee injury, but 
has picked up where she left off in 
1998 as a prolific offensive threat. 
She has now scored 14 goals in 
21 games for the Brown and 
Orange. Statistically, BG held the 
edge 10-9 in shots taken and 7-6 
in shots-on-goal. Flanders had 
four saves for the Falcons. 
Head Coach Andy Richards 
believes that, despite the losses, 
his team is still headed in the right 
direction. 
"I think if you look at the two 
games (Idaho and UNLV) purely 
at the results. If you just look at the 
Web page and say '2-0' or '2-1', 
you probably think the program 
isn't doing too well right now," 
Richards said. "But from our point 
of view as coaches, we look at the 
development of the team and 
how were molding, what kind of 
experience we're having, how 
they're learning. So even though 
we lost two games on the road, I 
feel very encouraged by the way 
the team is playing. We did play 
poorly Saturday against Idaho, 
sometimes that happens, you 
have bad games. But we respond- 
ed magnificently against UNLV. 
They scored a couple of goals, and 
we came back into the game with 
a penalty with 20 minutes to go 
and put a lot of pressure on them, 
and gave them quite a scare." 
BRIEFS, I ROM PAGE? 
knowledge lhat will enhance 
our basketball program.' 
Zeigler spenl one year at 
Kansas State and before that 
spent several seasons as a coach 
overseas 
Volleyball 
Falcon junior Caty Rommeck 
was name the Mid-American 
Conference Defensive Player of 
the Week for her performance at 
7&e *&<&€■ &6Uti4U£ 
WHERE COUPLES COME TO SHOP! V    A.tj 
YOUR BACHELOR C 
BACHELORETTE GIFT| 
HEADQUARTERS! 
ADULT NOVELTIES & TOYS, MASSAGE 
OILS. GELS. LINGERIE, DANCE WEAR. 
SHOES, BOOTS, MEN'S SEXY WEAR, 
LEATHER ACCESSORIES & MOST 
CURRENT MAGAZINE ISSUES. 
lADULT VIDEOS C OVD'Sj 
TO RENT OR BUY! 
ITUESDAY THRU THURSDAY RENTALS ARE (200 
$0% OFF 
LEATHER & PVC 
2i% OFF WITH 
THIS COUPON 
EXCLUDING MAQA2INES1 SALE ITEMS BG 
Jay Smith M.D. 
Back, Neck & Limb Pain 
Headaches & General Medicine 
Accepting New Patients 
Immediate Appointments Available 
354-6166 
J? 
"Freshman Special" '% 
1st Visft 
Leslie 
Bring fhQRQVAd to Receive 
USE OUR SEPARAIE ENTRANCE' 
115 S BYRNE RD TOLEDO 53VO079 WWW OEJAVU COM 
the Central Florida tournament. 
Rommeck averaged two full 
blocks a game, and her 22 total 
blocks included 13 solo rejections 
to help the Falcons go 3-0 in the 
tournament. 
On offense, she hit for a .402 
percentage and averages 4 36 kilts 
per game. She leads l he Falcons 
in hitting percentage (.338), kills 
per game (4.26) and blocks per 
game (1.83) in the year. 
High School Football Polls 
DIVISION I 
l.Cleve. St. Ignatius (29) 3-0 330 
2. Massillon Wasliington (2) 3-0 251 
3,Cin.Moeller(l) 3-0 174 
4. Upper Arlington (1) 3-0 147 
5, Pickerington 3-0 118 
6, Grove City 3-0 114 
7, Shaker Hts. 3-0 90 
8, Solon (2) 3-0 87 
9. Mansfield Sr. 3-0 72 
10, Canton GlenOak 3-0 54 
Others receiving 12 or more points: 11. Cin. St. Xavier 49. 12 
(tie). Brunswick, Cin.Colerain (1)45.14, Troy 43.15,Cin.LaSalle 
42. 16, Massillon PeiTy 38. 17, Logan 37. 18. Lakewood St. 
Edward 35. 19. Westerville North 27. 20 (tie). Marion Harding. 
Massillon Jackson 24.22. Cleve. Clenville 22.23. Cin. Elder 17.24 
(tie). Fremont Ross. Painesville Riverside 12. 
DIVISION D 
l.ColsDeSales(lO) 3-0 250 
2, Trenton Edgewood (5) 3-0 134 
3. Youngs Chaney 3-0 116 
4. Defiance (3) 3-0 110 
5, Niles McKinley (6) 3-0 103 
6. Piqua (1) 2-1 96 
7.Tol. St. Francis 2-1 81 
8, Avon Lake (2) 3-0 79 
Marysville (2) 3-0 79 
10.AkronBuchtel(2) 2-1 77 
Others receiving 12 or more points: 11. Cols. Beechcroft (1) 
66. 12 (tie). Amherst Steele, Cin. St. Bernard-Roger Bacon, 
Vandalia Butler 58. 15, Madison (2) 48. 16 (tie). Chardon (1). 
Olmsted Falls 46. 18, Tiffin Columbian (1) 45. 19 (tie). Cin. 
McNicholas. Springfield South 43. 21. Mayfield 40. 22. Tol. 
Rogers 38. 23. Broadview Hts. Brecksville 37. 24. Celina 36. 25, 
Perrysburg 28. 26, Warren Howland 23. 27. Oxford Talawanda 
22. 28. Parma Hts. Holy Name 19. 29. Cols. Brookhaven 18. 30 
(tie), Cols. Franklin Hts., Dover. Sylvania Soulhview 13. 
POLIMPICS 
POLE TRICK COmPETITION 
SEPTEMBER 13th 9pm 
"3TTfTi 
«ffl> 
i 
rrra 
- HOTTEST EUEI1T OF THE VEfiR 
SEPTEMBER 30th 
SUIlDrlY 
COLLEGE ID NIGHT 
TUESDHY 
2-4-1 DANCES 
WEDIlESDnY 
AMATEUR CONTEST 
10pm S3001st PRIZE 
Bowling Green State University 
Counseling Center 
■cS'1 
BMWCFCMS^lrff^S^-WIPTWcATBGSU 
Saturday, Sept. 16, 2000 
10:00 a.m. - 4:15 p.m. 
For further information or to register, 
please call 372-2081 
BGSU Counseling Center 
Division of Student Affairs 
320 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg. 
Thi, retreat U being partially aupported by funding foi Women', Health Month 
from Ohio Department of Health. Bureau of Health Promotion and Risk 
Reduction, Women', Health Section. 
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Personals 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
Th»BGN«- »iiU.« bni-injl. ..^i. •Jvcrli- 
■"" il"" JtMfimiiMir .* tmoiaif* Jiixinun* 
laoejeafainti >iv imlxiJuil m fruup.«th« IM»> ^<1 
the ha.u »l , ■> i-hti tt/M* JMaHwt |MH 
Teat Hi, \,-.f(..n,. T!.ri.,lii>. j„i,M oW—- 
found lo I* J.l.m.1,.., Ul>.r H fasHul ban, 
n.i.lt*Jin(<» falx inn-nan All ■dxniwRMM. an 
ii*h^.i io Killing aiaj afioof «l 
Campus Events 
Personals Help Wanted Help Wanted 
America's Leading Fraternity 
nK<t> Fall Recruitment 2000 
Seplimber 13. 14, 18, 19 
Across Irom Jerome Library 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Senior Pictures are here tor this 
week only1 To schedule an appoint- 
ment call 372-8634. Appointments 
are available from 10am-6pm in 28 
West Hall. The $8 sitting lee can be 
charged to the bursar. 
The BGSU Counseling 
Center presents 
"Positive Images: A Body Esteem 
Retreat tor College Women" 
(see display ad elsewhere in 
this paper) 
Lost/Found 
FOUND. Used American Literature 
Anthology found in BG News Office. 
Please come to 204 West Hall to 
claim. 
Found: Young 6 mo. old male cat. 
Very fnendly. tabby markings. Cus- 
lar. Please call 419-669-1343. 
Travel 
#111 Early Specials! Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days 
S279! Includes Meals. Parties! Awe- 
some Beaches, Nightlife! Departs 
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!! 
spnngbreaktravel.com 
 1-800-678-6386  
• 111 Spring Break Specials! Can- 
cun & Jamaica S389! Air. Hotel. 
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning 
Company! Get Group - Go Free! 
Florida Vacations S129! 
springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
nryrmi m rrcrrrcrinnnnf» 
Interested in 
Law School? 
Meeting Tonight 
9:00 PM 
Business 
Administration 
Building 
Room 113 
BGSU Law Society 
Guest Speaker 
Dr. Steven Ludd, JD 
• 1 SPRING BREAK 2001 - K <ico. 
Jamaica. Florida & S. Padre. Relia- 
ble TWA flights Biggest parties & 
Best prices Book by Ocl 1 Receive 
FREE 14 meals & 28 hrs of parties! 
1 800.SURFS UPwww.studentex- 
gnu 
Confidential and compassionate 
support group available for women 
suffering from the after effects of 
abortion If you're experiencing 
feelings ol loss, anxiety, shame, or 
sadness, please call 
Cheryl at 354-HOPE. 
Fall Tanning Special 
1 month unlimited - S25 
2 months unlimited - $40 
425 E. Wooster - Open Everyday 
352-7889 
HEY BG WOMEN... 
Would you like to facilitate tor the 
Sexual Assault Network Progrf m? 
For more information, call 372-0470 
or pick up an application at the 
Wellness Connection, 
170 Health Center 
INTRAMURAL 
Photographer/Videographei 
NEEDED 
CONTACT IM OFFICE AT 372-2464 
Pregnant? Get Tested. 
Caring Professional Service. 
Free Pregnancy Tests. 
354-4673-BG Pregnancy Center 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Senior Pictures are here for this 
week only! To schedule an appoint- 
ment call 372-8634 Appointments 
are available from 10am-6pm in 28 
West Hall The S8 sitting fee ca i be 
charged to the bursar. 
Shelley Miller: 
Please call Cheryte Billmaier regard- 
ing  tutoring  child  w/autism.   (419) 
833-7233 THANKS!! 
WE NEED MEN! 
To serve as facilitators for the 
What Men Need to Know About 
Rape Program. For more 
-formation, call 372-0470 or pick up 
an application in the 
Wellness Connection, 
170 Health Center1 
WE NEED WOMEN! 
To serve as facilitators for the 
Sexual Assault Network Program. 
For more information, please call 
372-0470 or stop by the 
Wellness Connection. 
170 Health Center  
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW 
GOOD MEN... 
To serve as facilitators for the 
What Men Need to Know About 
Rape Program! For more 
information, call 372-0470 or pick up 
an application in the 
Wellness Connection, 
170 Health Center 
Make extra cash ..I buy Legos by 
the pound. Call 288-9984. 
Wanted 
2 male rmtes wanted ASAP. 3 bed- 
room house, dose to campus, lease 
starting Sept.-Aug. For more infor- 
mation, call 354-6065, Ryan.  
1 rmte. wanteo in 2 bdrm. apt. Own 
room, new carpet, close to campus. 
Call for more info. 354-4372, Jessi- 
ca^ ^  
BABYSITTER 
Substitute teacher needs sitter in 
?errysburg off Rt. 25. Flexible to 
your days free from class. Elemen- 
tary school hours. Call Laura to find 
out more, 874-8110 
Subleaser needed-female 
352-6392 ASAP  
Subleaser wanted ASAP. 1 bed- 
room, Hillsdale Apartments. Call 
Kwanzaa for more info at 353-9527. 
Help Wanted 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
MOLTEN CORP. 
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST. 
IMMEDIATE HIRE! 
Part Time 
Less than one block from Campus 
S6/HR. STARTING PAY 
3 shifts available: 
A Shift: 7:00am - 1000am 
B Shift: 10:15am - 1:15pm 
C Shift: 1 30pm -4:30pm 
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours 
and getting paid for 3! 
354-8802 
354-8703  
Babysitter needed. Occasional eve- 
nings 8 days. Must be able to drive 
and have references Call 354-4192 
Carpet installation for safes Will 
train. Flexible scheduling. For details 
call 823-1423.  
Cashiers needed Immediate open- 
ings available. 1st & 2nd shift. Com- 
petitive wages plus commission. Ap- 
ply today BP Oil. Roi'— 795 and I- 
75, exil 195 in RossfO'    Call 419- 
872-3689  
Childcare staff positions available, 
mornings. 352-2506. 
First Christian Church (comer of 
Haskins & Poe Rd) in need of child 
care aid for Mon. & Wed. nigh.s and 
Sunday mornings Own transporta- 
tion is necessary. For more informa- 
tion call 354-5258.  
Graphic Designer 
Communication Co. neads designer. 
Experienced in Illustrator, Freehand 
and Photo Shop. Flex Hours Imme- 
diate position. Send resume and 
samples ot work to Hardy Communi- 
cations, 408 Bancroft Toledo OH 
43620 or 
cherylOeeekadvertismg com 
TrTtrrr7ni'"5Tr5"ii"iixrtrinrrrtr«"iiTJTrt"!ni"ij"irt) imrnmri s I 
[And you will too, 
with NTN Interattive Sports 
& Trivia Games] 
A'oii' Playing 
mans 
tjii.uifrmf 
Same great place, 
Now even better. WHMommG' 
|www.bgsu.edu/recsports 
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES 
/i*»n'», Wrxmn'i and Co-Rec N 
I      Ultimata Frtabee antrl 
^ due Sept. 12 
II hand-delivenng, due by 3:00pm lo 130 Perry Field 
Home. II sanding electronically, entries are due by noon. 
PHOTOGRAPHER AND 
VIDEOGRAPHER WANTED! 
If you have experience in either 
photography or virieography. contact 
the Intramural Office for YOUR chance 
at enhancing your portfolio and resume. 
Call 2-2464 or email lhammer@hgnct 
for more information. 
SPORT CLUBS 
Woman's Rugby versus Northern Michigan 
Saturday, September 16 at 10:00am 
Rugby Fields 
Men's Rugby versus Miami (OH) 
Saturday, September 16 at 1:00pm 
Rugby Fields 
Man's Rugby versus John Carroll 
Saturday, September 16 at 3:00pm 
Rugby Fields • 
Men's Rugby versus Northern Michigan 
Saturday, September 16 at 4:00pm 
Rugby Fields 
FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS 
 Strength Training 
Thuradayi from October 5-October 26 
Noorv-1:00pm OR 5:30-6.30pm 
Loam the benefit! of 
strength training. 
develop proper lifting 
techniques and obtain 
personalized 
workout plan 
Coat: Members: $10, Non-members: $20 
Participant Limit: 15 
FITWELL CENTER 
Fitwell Center Fall 2000 Hours 
Monday & Wednesday: 
2:30-5:30pm 
Tuesday & Thursday: 
12:30-5:30pm 
Blood Prwaaurm • Cholesterol 
Body Composition • Omnmrml 
Information • other Reiourcmm 
fITWIU 
vV7 
Appointment* tor complete Fitwlt     **• 
«ii«iirrf»/if mnd Parsonml Training 
programa can bo mada in 
the SRC Main Office 
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS 
Sandusky River Canoe Trip 
Data:    Saturday, Sept. 23 | 
Time:    9:30am-4:00pm 
Cost:    $25(students/ 
members); $30 
non-members) 
Registration 
Deadline: Wednesday, Sept. 20 at noon 
in the SRC main office 
Call 2-2790 or bcavins@bgnet for 
more information. 
FACILITY HOURS 
Student Recreation Canter 
Monday-Friday:       7:00am-11:00pm 
Saturday: 9:00am-11:00pm 
Sunday: Noon-11:00pm 
Perry Field House 
Monday-Thursday: 7:00am-Midnight 
Friday: 7:00am-6:00pm 
Saturday: Noon-7:00pm 
Sunday: Noon-9:00pm 
aboul .my i>f those 
program-    pli   is* 
C.1I I 
372 2711. 
Construction  .orker full/part time. 
Call 352-3057 or 308-0805 
Full I Part-Time 
Lawn & Landscape Maintenance 
Call 354-1923 
Immediate pt time pre school teach- 
er needed. We're looking for ener- 
getic & reliable people who love to 
work with young children. Morning & 
afternoon hrs. avail. Early childhood 
exp. pref. but will train. Send resume 
to: Stay and Play Day care & Pre 
School, Inc., 3120 S. Byrne. Toledo, 
OH. 43614. 
Lawn maintenance positions avail. 
Pan & Full-Time 
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822 
Occasional babysitter needed for 
days only. $7.00/hr. Call Kate 373- 
6502  
Office cleaning evenings 
10-12 hrs. wk Own transp. required 
Ca.l 352-5822.  
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners. 
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from 
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike 
St;  
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posi- 
tion assisting persons with mental 
retardation/developmental disabili- 
ties in daily living skills in a Residen- 
tial setting. Part-time, and Sub posi- 
tions available ranging from 29.5 to 
74.5 hours biweekly. Salary is 
$7.55/hour for first 90 days, there- 
after beginning at $10 24/hour 
based upon experience High school 
diploma or GED required: no experi- 
ence necessary. Positions available 
in Bowling Green. Portage. Perrys- 
burg. and Walbridge areas. Interest- 
ed persons may obtain an applica- 
tion packet from Wood County 
Board of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy 
Lane Rd., Bowling Green, Ent. B. 
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:30pm 
E.O.E. 
Mature, organized individuals need- 
ed to coach age group swimming 
team. Practice hours are Mondays 
through Fridays from 4:00pm to 
5:00pm. Coaches will also be re- 
sponsible for attending weekend 
swim meets as scheduled. Good 
pay. Benefits available include YM- 
CA membership. Please call (419) 
251-9622 for application information 
Customer Service Staff 
Friendly, outgoing persons needed 
to fill positions at YMCA Customer 
Service and Reception Desks. Eve- 
ning and weekend hours available 
Good pay. Must have basic comput- 
er skills Benefits available include 
YMCA membership. Please call 
(419) 251-9622 for application infor- 
mation.  
Premier   gentlemen's   club   now 
hiring dancers. Possible benefits. 
Will train 734-848-4379. Mon-Fri af- 
ter 3pm. 
SECURITY: up to $7.50/hr. 
Great extra Income! 
BURNS INT'L (EOE) has lull-time 
openings for Security Guards in Ihe 
BOWLING GREEN area 
We offer benefits, paid training and 
provide full uniform. 
Interested applicants should 
apply In person to 3450 West 
Central Avenue, Suite 254, Toledo 
Ohio. OR call (800) 382-9132 for 
more information. 
rtrrToTnrinnrs o o oTmrmnnnr. 
Cable Channel 6 
New Season 
Starts Sept. 20 
5:30, 10:30 
& 7:30am 
Wood County' s 
only LIVE local 
Television news 
L source j 
Child Care Staff 
Friendly, energetic persons needed 
to fill positions in YMCA child care 
programs. Morning and afternoon 
shifts available. Good pay. Benefits 
available include YMCA member- 
ship. Please call (419) 251-9622 for 
application information 
 SPHINQ BREAK 2001  
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring 
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips. 
Free meals   book by Nov. 2nd Call 
for FREE info pack or visit on-line 
sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
Stone Oak Country Club 
867-8400 
Hill & Centennial Rd. 
(Just off Airport Hwy.) 
We are accepting application! 
for the following positions: 
•Evening Host/Hostess 
'Evening Waitstaff 
'Evening Bussers 
'Day Waitstaff 
"Day Bussers 
•Bartenders 
Part time/Flex. Schedules 
S6 00-S7.50 Starting wage 
♦ tips where available. 
Apply in person Tues. thru Sun. 
Telephone interviewing. No sales. 
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmos- 
phere. In Perrysburg Up to $7.00 
hour depending on skills. 874-5842. 
Telephone order clerks 2 blocks 
from campus. Full & Pt time. Aver- 
age earnings $8/hr 2 shifts availa- 
ble: 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705.  
Up to $15 hour plus bonus 
352-3767 
For Sale 
1988 Kawasaki Nin|a 250 Looks 
and runs great Bought new truck, 
must sell. $1500 obo Call 373-9948 
for additional info 
1992 Nissan truck, short bed 
88.000 Excell shape AC, stereo, 
$2500 obo. 352-0781. 
1997 Suzuki Maurader, new Harley 
sou   ling exhaust. 1900 miles, very 
clean. Must sell $5000 firm Call 
352-1294, ask lor Chad. 
FOR SALE: 
30 pink. Stackable. Metal chairs 
$10 per chair 
Call Niki at 372-3208 
FOR SALE 
Solid Oak Loft and Dorm-Approved 
f'ridge-Both Excellent Cond. 
Cal Laura at: 354-8360 
HONDAS FROM $29/mo  Police im- 
pounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9% 
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558 
School Cars lor Sale 
92 Honda Accord 
90 Toyota Tercel 
96 Ford Espire 
92 Geo Prizm 
93 Mazda Protege 
95 Honda CIVIC 
96 Mazda 626 
95 Toyota Camry 
91 Honda Accord 
353-8810 
Sonoma waterbed. great condition, 
$75 or best offer Call 686-3421 af- 
ter 5 
For Rent 
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only 
$430 
Private Entrance 
Patio 
Spacious Kitchen 
Small Pets Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apt*. 
353-7715  
2 bdrm. apt for lease-Jan -Aug. 801 
5th St »5. 354-4084  
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser for 
apartment in Hillsdale. Own spa- 
cious room!! Just $190 a month, util- 
ities extra Lease through Aug. 
2001  Please call 352-6142. ask for 
Brand. 
TeToTnrrinrinrrB n t'tvm 
.VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS I 
^203 N. Main   ™*™mm   352-5166 
^SSW $4.50 Minimum 
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. «Sot. »Sun. 
Try Pizo's Select Pizza 
Great Taste to Satisfy You! 
Prices Starting As low As $3.50 for a mini 
Try These Combos 
California White - wfiife sauce with: 
•Fa ita chicken, broccoli, almonds 
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Fa ita chicken, mushroom, spinach 
• Fa ita chicken, tomato, broccoli 
Chicken=2 item cost 
Cost Coast Gaiik - mild garlic sauce and mozz. & 
parm.cheesewith: 
•Tomatoes and red onions 
• Chicken and almonds 
• Spinach and tomatoes 
SpliKKh Pizza - red, white, or garlic sauce with: 
• Spinach and mushroom 
• Spinach and tomato 
• Spinach and bacon 
...Or You Decide 
The Best Pizza at the Best Prices! 
•S— Our Coupon rrmnu In tf» Temporary Phono Booh* 
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